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Mucoadhesive polymers are used in pharmaceutical formulations to release drugs in mucosal areas,

e.g., gastrointestinal/vaginal tracts, ocular mucosa and bucal/nasal cavity. They interact and become

fixed to mucus via  mechanisms, e.g., molecular interpenetration, van der Waals forces, hydrophobic

interactions, electrostatic forces, H-bonds, etc., which increase organism residence period and drug

bioavailability. Drugs and polymers physicochemical properties, e.g., molecular weight, ionization,

concentration, polymer swelling kinetics, etc., affect formulation mucoadhesion, rheological

behaviour and drug absorption. Fractal dimension was examined for transdermal-delivery drug

models. The method is extended to polymers. Hyaluronan (HA) is selected as mucoadhesive and

biodegradable polymer. Geometric, topological and fractal analyses are carried out with program

TOPO. Reference calculations are performed with algorithm GEPOL. The TOPO underestimate

molecular volume and surface area by 0.7% and 5%, respectively. Molecular globularity is

overestimated by 5% and rugosity, underestimated by 5%. Sovent-accessible surface is

undercalculated by 3%: when going from hexamer HA3– to HA·3Ca to HA·3Ca·9H2O, the

hydrophobic term increases by 42% and decays by 26%; the hydrophilic part drops by 14% and

rises by 58%. Fractal dimension of HA results 1.566. On going to HA·3Ca to HA·3Ca·9H2O, it

increases by 2% and 1%. Fractal dimension of external atoms augments by 11%. In particular, for

HA it results 1.725. When going to HA·3Ca to HA·3Ca·9H2O, it increases by 4% and 0.3%.
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INTRODUCTION

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a high molecular weight polysaccharide present in the extracellular matrix of

most vertebrate tissues [1]. Its functions vary from maintaining the constant volume of interstitial

fluid to organizing extracellular matrix and various immunosuppressive functions [2]. Presence of

HA on plasma membranes and concentration variation in pericellular spaces are associated with cell

aggregation during morphogenesis, and metastasis formation during malignant transformation and

tumours invasion [3–5]. The HA is a polymer composed of linear repeats of disaccharide unit

containing 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucosamine (NAG)/D-glucuronic acid (GCU), linked by

( 3/4) glycosidic bonds (cf. Fig. 1). A typical HA molecule consists of 104 NAG/GCU units. The

overall anionic charge of an HA molecule under physiological conditions is caused by repeating

NAG/GCU units containing sites COO–, which interaction with metal cations is important

contributing to the overall supermolecular structure of HA [6]. Other factors include: counterion

type, pH, temperature and hydration extent, with the former being most important [7,8].

Structural/literature data for transition metal complexes with HA remain scarce/limited to

co-ordination complexes in aqueous solution with Ca2+, Ag+, Cd2+, Pb2+ and Fe3+ [9–11]. In the

past, X-ray fibre diffraction was successfully used to solve solid-state structure of HA, containing

various cations from the first/second groups of periodic table, where 2/4-fold-helices formation was

reported [12–15]. Polyanion conformation is stabilized by H-bonds across glycosidic linkages

between HA monomers. Adjacent antiparallel chains are held together via  –COO––Ca2+––OOC–

bridges and six H-bonded water molecules. It was suggested that polymer secondary structure will

be similar to Ca2+ HA in cases of other divalent cations. Amorphous divalent metal HA containing

Cu2+, Ni2+, Mn2+ or Co2+ were prepared at pH  5.5 by precipitation from aqueous solutions with

cold ethanol. Local structure around metal2+ was determined by extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS)/X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) [16,17]. Co-ordination

polyhedron around Cu2+ is distorted octahedron. Four O atoms at average distance of 1.95Å occupy
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planar equatorial sites. At axial sites, O atoms are present at 2.46Å. Though O atoms are preferred

at axial positions, N atoms from NAG cannot be excluded.
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Fig. 1. Disaccharide repeating unit of HA comprising NAG/GCU. The Mw lies in 104–107g·mol–1.

Using quantum chemical methods, basic NAG/GCU unit of HA was studied. Semiempirical

molecular orbital (MO) methods and ab initio  calculations showed good agreement between

optimized geometries and available crystallographic data [18]. Synthesized Ca2+/Cu2+ HA are

amorphous materials making analysis difficult, as X-ray diffraction patterns cannot be used to

explain experimental EXAFS data. One possible way is to use a combined quantum

mechanical/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach [19], which was successfully used in

computational enzymology and employed in studies of metal cation binding to protein/HA [20–22].

Transition-metal binding was studied using density-functional theory (DFT) methods [23–27]. In all

cases, atomistic simulations proved to be an invaluable tool for elucidation of experimental structural

data. Larger systems can be studied using QM/MM. While the approach was successfully used in

computational enzymology, it was also employed in studies of metal cation binding to protein/HA

[28–33]. In the latter, QM/MM proved to be an invaluable tool for elucidation of experimental

structural data. A QM/MM calculation of HA complexation with Ca2+/Cu2+ was performed [34].

Mucoadhesive polymers are used in pharmaceutical formulations to release drugs in mucosal

areas, e.g., gastrointestinal/vaginal tracts, ocular mucosa and buc/nasal cavity [35]. They

interact/become fixed to mucus via  mechanisms: molecular interpenetration, van der Waals forces,

hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic forces, H-bonds, etc., which increase organism residence
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period/drug bioavailability [36–39]. Drugs/polymers physicochemical properties: molecular weight,

ionization, concentration, polymer swelling kinetics, etc., affect formulation mucoadhesion,

rheological behaviour and drug absorption [40]. In the present report, the method is extended to

polymers. The model uses program TOPO to perform HA geometric, topological and fractal

analyses. In earlier publications, TOPO was applied to calculation of fractal dimension of molecules,

e.g., percutaneous enhancers phenyl alcohols [41]/4-alkylanilines [42]. The aim of this report is to

find properties that distinguish HA, Ha·3Ca and HA·3Ca·9H2O. The goal of this study is index

usefulness validation via  capability to differentiate HAs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The HA was selected as mucoadhesive and biodegradable polymer. A comparative analysis of

Ca3(C14H20O11N)3·9H2O was carried out in three HA forms: hexamer HA3–, Ha·3Ca and

HA·3Ca·9H2O (Protein Data Bank code 4HYA, cf. Fig. 2). The HA consists of six saccharide

residues (126 atoms) and presents a molecular weight Mw = 1123g·mol–1. There are three Ca2+ and

nine H2O molecules around the glycosaminoglycan hexamer.

Fig. 2. Hydrogen-suppressed structure of hyaluronic acid hexamer Ha·3Ca·9H2O.

Geometric and topological analyses were carried out with our program TOPO (cf. Table 1).

Reference calculations were performed with our version of algorithm GEPOL. Software TOPO

underestimated molecular volume V  and surface area S  by 0.7% and 5%, respectively. Topological
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index molecular globularity G  resulted overestimated by 5% and rugosity G’  was underestimated

by 5%.

Table 1. Geometric descriptors and topological indices of hyaluronic acid (HA).

Molecule Va V  Ref.b Sc S  Ref.b Gd G  Ref.b G’e G’  Ref.b

HA3– 816.4 822.8 942.78 999.24 0.448 0.425 1.155 1.214

HA·3Ca 913.3 919.9 1069.45 1128.66 0.426 0.405 1.171 1.227

HA·3Ca·9H2O 1070.0 1077.8 1247.91 1320.73 0.405 0.385 1.166 1.225

a Molecular volume (Å3).

b Reference calculation carried out with program GEPOL.

c Molecular surface area (Å2).

d Molecular globularity.

e Molecular rugosity (Å–1).

Water solvent-accessible surface analysis was carried out (cf. Table 2). Sovent-accessible

surface (AS) area was underestimated by 3%. When going from hexamer HA3– to HA·3Ca to

HA·3Ca·9H2O, the hydrophobic solvent-accessible surface (HBAS) area increased by 42% and

decayed by 26%, respectively; the hydrophilic solvent-accessible surface (HLAS) area decayed by

14% and increased by 58%. The HLAS resulted the geometric descriptor most sensitive to the

presence of Ca2+ and, especially, H2O. The fractal dimension D  of HA turned out to be 1.566. On

going to HA·3Ca to HA·3Ca·9H2O, D  increased by 2% and 1%. The D  resulted somewhat

sensitive to the occurrence of Ca2+ and H2O. The fractal dimension averaged for non-buried atoms

D’   increased, in general, by 11% with regard to D. In particular, D’   of HA resulted 1.725. When

going to HA·3Ca to HA·3Ca·9H2O, it augmented by 4% and 0.3%. The D’   resulted greatly

sensitive to the incidence of Ca2+ and H2O.

Table 2. Geometric descriptors and fractal dimensions of the solvent-accessible surface of HA.

Molecule ASa AS  Ref.b HBASc HLASd De D’ f
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HA3– 1255.03 1293.95 589.72 665.31 1.566 1.725

HA·3Ca 1409.77 1453.85 834.57 575.20 1.601 1.792

HA·3Ca·9H2O 1530.07 1578.40 620.88 909.19 1.625 1.798

a Water solvent-accessible surface area (Å2).

b Reference calculation carried out with program GEPOL.

c Hydrophobic solvent-accessible surface area (Å2).

d Hydrophilic solvent-accessible surface area (Å2).

e Molecular fractal dimension.

f  Molecular fractal dimension averaged for non-buried atoms.

EXPERIMENTAL

In our program TOPO for the theoretical simulation of the shape of crystal fragments [43], their

surface is represented by the external surface of a set of overlapping spheres with appropriate radii,

centred on the atomic nuclei [44]. The fragment is treated as a solid in space, defined by tracing

spheres about the atomic nuclei. It is computationally enclosed in a graduated rectangular box, and

the geometric descriptors, evaluated by counting points within the solid or close to chosen surfaces.

They can be calculated the fragment volume V, surface area S  and two topological indices of

fragment shape. Consider Se as the surface area of a sphere whose volume is equal to the fragment

volume V  [45]. The ratio G = Se/S  is interpreted as a descriptor of fragment globularity. The ratio

G’ = S/V  is interpreted as a descriptor of fragment rugosity.

The properties of the systems solvated in water are strongly related to the contact surface

between solute and water molecules. Starting from this fact, another molecular geometric descriptor

was proposed: the solvent-accessible surface  area AS [46]. The AS is defined by means of a probe

sphere, which is allowed to roll on the outside while maintaining contact with the bare  molecular

surface [47]. The AS can be calculated in the same way as the bare molecular surface area by means

of pseudoatoms, whose van der Waals radii [48] have been increased by the probe radius R  [49].

The accessibility  is a dimensionless quantity varying between 0 and 1, as well as represents the
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ratio of the solvent-accessible surface area in a particular structure to the solvent-accessible surface

area of the same atom when isolated from the molecule. The fractal dimension D  of the molecules

may be obtained as D = 2 – d(log AS)/d(logR) [50]. The fractal dimension D  provides a quantitative

indication of the degree of surface accessibility toward different solvents [51]. Program TOPO

allows an atom-to-atom analysis of D  on each atom i, to obtain an atomic dimension index Di from

the atomic contributions to the accessible surface area ASi. The Di can be weight averaged to obtain

a new molecular dimension index D’  = ( iASiDi)/AS, where the ASi are used as weights for the Di.

Notice that if an ASi = 0 for any probe, Di cannot be calculated for atom i  and, so, this atom does

not contribute to D’ . Thus, D’  represents a D  averaged for atoms nonburied  (accessible) to any of

the solvent-accessible surfaces in the range of probe spheres. In particular, D’  = D  for systems

without buried atoms, e.g., inert gases, fullerenes, etc.

A version of TOPO was implemented in our versions of programs AMYR [52], GEPOL

[53] and SURMO2 [54]. Program AMYR carries out the theoretical simulation of molecular

associations and chemical reactions. Software GEPOL performs an accurate triangular tessellation of

the molecular surface and is used for reference calculations. Both TOPO and GEPOL recognize the

cavities in inclusion molecules and are adequate to study intercalation compounds. On the other

hand, SURMO2 does not recognize cavities. Furthermore, the combination of SURMO2 and

GEPOL results allows the characterization of the molecular surface of internal cavities. Our version

of SURMO2 was corrected for the deviation from the spherical shape, by dividing each point

contribution by the cosine of the angle formed by the semiaxis and the corresponding normal vector

to the surface at this point. The volume and surfaces of crystal fragments with cavities have been

corrected by maximizing, in each angular orientation, the distance of the most distant atom in each

semiaxis.

CONCLUSONS

From the present results and discussion the following conclusions can be drawn.
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1. The hydrophilic solvent-accesible surface area resulted the geometric descriptor most

sensitive to the presence of Ca2+ and H2O.

2. On going to hyaluronan·3Ca/·9H2O, the fractal dimension of hyaluronan (1.566)  increased

by 2% and 1%, respectively. The fractal dimension of non-buried atoms (1.725) augmented by 4%

and 0.3%. It resulted greatly sensitive to the occurrence of Ca2+ and, especially, H2O.

3. The fractal dimension of external atoms increased by 11% with regard to the fractal

dimension.

4. Hyaluronan is an important component of articular cartilage, where it is present as a coat

around each chondrocyte. When aggrecan monomers bind to hyaluronan in the presence of link

protein, large, highly anionic aggregates form, which imbibe water and are responsible for cartilage

resistance to compression. The molecular weight of hyaluronan in cartilage decays with age but the

amount increases.

5. Polymer rheological behaviour formulated in pH  4–7 did not differ, which is proper of

unstructured systems. The pH < 4 generated gels because of hydrophobic interactions/H-bonds; gels

resulted promising for administration on skin/mucous membranes. Interest exists in hyaluronan

addition into gels to improve mucoadhesive properties.
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